
Promo Spice Tubes
with a Story Booklet

BE DIFFERENT.
GET NOTICED. 

To really stand out, you need to be different. The usual promo 
products just don’t grab attention. We go way beyond just 
adding a logo. We articulate the brand message through spice, 
creating memorable themes and experiences that make a 
lasting connection. 

With a colorful story booklet, Promo Spice Tubes offer a truly 
unique way to achieve the kind of visibility and recognition you 
want in a promotional product. Choose a stock theme and your 
logo is featured on the story booklet and the lid. Or create a 
fully custom design, where you have the front and inside of the 
booklet for your brand message.

 
Just add  
your logo 

to our stock 
themes or go 

custom!

Our stock theme options aren’t for everyone. Create 
a fully customized design, complete with your unique 
brand message on the package and lid. Provide your 
own artwork or we can do the creative for you.

Be different. Get noticed!

CUSTOM CREATIVE OFFER
Here’s all we need from you to get started:
• Your point of differentiation: what makes you special? 
• Your objectives: what results are you hoping for?
• Your target audience: who do you want to reach?
• Your logo in a vector format

PRICING
75   $8.75
250    $7.95
500 $6.75
1000  $5.95
2500  $5.45
5000  $4.95
6D

Set-Up: $65.00 (G)
Delivery: 2 – 3 weeks, 
upon approval of artwork 
FOB: Waterloo, ON / 
Buffalo, NY



Promo Spice 
Tubes in a Sleeve

With a colorful sleeve, Promo 
Spice Tubes offer a truly unique 
way to achieve the kind of 
visibility and recognition you 
want in a promotional product. 
Choose a stock theme and your 
logo is featured on the sleeve 
and the lid. Or create a fully 
custom design, where you have 
the front and back of the sleeve 
for your brand message.

To really stand out, you need to be different. 
The usual promo products just don’t grab 
attention. We go way beyond just adding a 
logo. We articulate the brand message through 
spice, creating memorable themes and 
experiences that make a lasting connection.

BE DIFFERENT.
GET NOTICED. 

PRICING
75   $9.65
150   $8.95
250    $8.45
500   $7.95
1000  $7.25
2500 $6.95
5000 $6.25
7D

Set-Up: $65.00 (G)
Delivery: 2 – 3 weeks, upon approval 
of artwork 
FOB: Waterloo, ON / Buffalo, NY

 
Just add  
your logo 

to our stock 
themes or go 

custom!

CHECK OUT OUR COMPLETE LINE AT LeTourdeSpice.com
51970

Le Tour de Spice products are sold exclusively through approved promotional product distributors.


